OUR FAITH and HISTORY is a letter Nikolaiu

Dear Nikolai Petrovich!
Yesterday subbed license Petru Vasilevichu, probab, the most significant in my life
(and scientific, and customary …) Document which absolves repeatedly all years
of my life in Seversk.. And all that not very more, because this Djcument dispatch
and YOU. Is convinced, what it TO YOU will also need, just like Petru
Vasilevichu …
And the essence of him in the following. The point is which in 2019 year went away from life
my Big FRIEND, Anatolii Tikhonovich Spitsyn, in condolence wrote: «Great liability (!) and
practically unascensional for the absolute majority of scientists and administrators charge (!).
Very many did not understand, as «Tihonovich» all that withstanded (?!!). From where such

endogenous force and creations potential was in this MAN?!!
Without historic descriptions in this not understand … Do not want to convert today its pain in
historic treatise, but to say about the unity of the self Great Historic Nation of Europe on all
territory, nearby to Azov and Black seas … IS NECESSARY! Do not recall, and even aimed in
the end X1Х st. It is general to cross out from the historic science of Russia the fact of
inhabitation returned due to Danube Cossacks of Zadunaiskoi-Zaporozskoj Sechi in Kalmiusskoi
Palanke with 1832 yr. to 1866 yr. Near Mariupol (25 verst). Their positive influence on all sociodynamics in PriAzov Land and all East Europe greatly (!). Because they bore sea career on its
Boats in Black sea from Poti ante Batumi blocking of arms procurement from Turkey Shamiliu.
If would not this unconceivable Heroism (on the ashore it is impossible due to Soldiers
Shamilya, and in sea wait the fleet of Turkey), of that else decade Russia would not can «gave
peace» Caucasus. IN Azov’s Army Cossacks on such level conducted enterprise which startled
and frightened by activity Empire’s directorship (3 roubles. By silver 47 kop. Drawings per
capita in No-Damage all other Cossack’s troops, at the best!). That is why in 1866 yr. their gave
soil on Caucasus, allegedly «As to their desire », where from them by appearance too began
economic hike. Is necessary to recall that, name, in that region, where was given birth to
«Tihonovich» after the defeat of troops Bulavina in For disengagement War Cossacks (17071708 yryr.. 3000 (rub 1000s) “bulavincev” with families under by directorship Ignata Nekrasova
went away on Kuban by assent Crimea’s Khan, having received soil aside of previously arrived
Cossacks which «Official historians» entitle «raskolniki», not aim in explanations. And because
RASKOLNIKI requisite to entitle not Cossacks-«Catholic», and Patriarkh Nikona and Self
called itself Tsars family Alexeya Mikhailovicha. These they combatting with European
Christian World outlook Cossacks, with which missionairies of Europe carried out
Khristianizatsiiu practically all Asia and attained the disposal of European Blueprint, when
tradable investitions from China was hiked the industry of Europe (sharply having enlarged
urban population), in 1654 yr., under the change-over pretext in religious practice from
Studiiskogo (Konstantinopolskogo) of Statutes to Ierusalimskomu, tried to commit socioreligious coup (they wanted to active to undo Historic Memory and resolved to begin with the
body of endogenous religious conflict). It is end-use, versus such no-cultural and World outlook
folly Cossacks was hiked on For disengagement War which headed Stepan Timofeevich Razin
(1670-1671)... Asperity governmental terror was «Very Very GREAT» the most violent
imagination (in borough on Zapolyanskom island were killed all, and children and women and et
al... With «Catholics» very much combated - eleven years Solovetskii Catholic’s Monastery
withstanded siege (!), on Don on river Medveditse «Catholics» built bolstered up of Cossack’s
boroughs and Chirskuiu House - everything annihilated and et al.. So, what on Kuban not only
in 1866 yr. «Voluntarily transmigrated», and there Cossacks self went and in 1688yr., and then
moved away in Turkey (the latest times in 1920 yr.) being rescued from spiritual and social
annihilation. Do not know this aboriginal inhabitant of Krasnodarskogo boundary simply could
not …
But, what interesting - the consciousness of appurtenant to Great European NATION gives
forces to commit unpossible. And this not fantasy, and there is actually fixed historic evidence. I
have in light of, the latest Koshevogo Zaporozhskoi Sechi Petra Kalnyshevskogo who
“Governmental criminals” bestowed in the camera of Solovetskogo Monastery and only one
yearly carried out on Light Bozhii. For rub-four mnth man in such camera alighted from
intellect, and Petr Kalnyshevskii lived in it 25 years (!) and retained clear intellect and memory
having announced to in absolution which to the Ukraine to ride already will not - «No that ITS
yet». Is buried on Solovkakh at the age of 112 years. Is convinced, what every dweller of
Kuban this knows … Apparent, knew this and in family of «Tikhonovich»
It is end-use, this and much other knew Anatolii Tikhonovich and well understood from where of
takes force for such arduous and, as to-present, saturated life …, but the as present administrator
of that formation, to which pertains and Michel Sergeevich Gorbachev and Georgii Vasilevich
Dzis, academician, The president of The club of the economists of Ukraine, vice-chairman The
committee chairman as to the abolition of accident AES in Chernobyle - are holding all this
information in the depths of its memory and did not consider it to cover, and all the more to
discuss with anybody. …»
So here is this main clause in HISTORY finding with you OF NATION, juridical designed in
«Nikonovskay» reform in 1654 year far and away more important, than about it mentioned in
condolence.
The point is which only with years begin and deeply and with the high ante of objectiveness to
relate to various denominations and spiritual courses, certain of which remind more primitive
denominations, than the Christian worthy studies of the direction of spiritual ways of
HUMANITY. Essentially basal spiritual, to it is my belief that opinion and according to the
opinion of Benedict 16, should be LOVE with PRODUCER. That Christian denomination, in
which this basis predominates not only have right for life but also actually advance enlarging her
supporters. Professing their people create the mass of cultural phenomena and stems stratums
fixed in work of arts, in poetic art to and the prose OF THE RESULTS OF THE CREATIVE
LABOR of Humanity. So are created CULTURES, from possession which very difficult to cause
MAN to refuse. This manages only savage, by barbarian shares and that on unlong-term the time

… The network of high creative impulses with SINCERE Morality-Soul (with Love to
PRODUCER) and compiles the most stable and valuable core OF MAN, present
KHRISTIANINA. But consolidates this core DEYANIYAMI («The Faith without Work dead»). To very a few nations managed to commit such sincere and значимые DEYANIYA. But
that to whom this managed - steel by actually HISTORIC NATIONS!!
That is why, what everything positive is fixed not only in annals and in the description of
personal lineages but also on GENETIC FUND (!!!). And this not hypothesis, and distinctly
fixed FACT. Big HAPPINESS to have Highly Spiritual GENETIC FUND!!
Finding with you TO NATION was lucky - him was суждено to assume the most abuzz and
active concern in THE RESCUE of present-day CIVILIZATION. It is name, in creation
NORMANNO-MONGOL Empire’s Confederation which provided the hike of the industry of
Europe for the account of tradable investitions from China, since 13 centuries. A few more
hundred years was needed to actualize these investitions as to Great Shelkovomu Way, in order
in Europe began qualitative transformations and she turned into the continent of cities, actively
bullish. And all that was actualized of on the basis actual freedoms. Imagine, what on all
territory World-wide Norman-Mongol Empire’s Confederation were revoked tortures (!!!). This
everything provided one man??! No, the basis of arranging this Humanism was given our with
you Nation - Norman-Cossacks (!) who professed Christian faith, but not for «itself favorite and
best good», and for all Eurasia. It is difficult, but it is possible by intellect understand on what
Highest level Spiritual resided our with you primogenitors. Who fought for FUTURE
Civilization with all deep individual people and apparent blackguards, which were screened for
lineages from this or that, allegedly prince and т.п. (and in practice aimed at apparent
brigandage, aiming to produce itself for Christian; Not accidentally Burenbai caused in those
years Galychan destroy fortess which that delivered for plundering of caravans; OKH! As them
dislike turkey for speculations and bias to treachery!).
So here is sigla this SPIRITUAL was that Cross which you see on photo, and by row is written
LIPOVANE (was come to camouflage appurtenant). As requisitely was to hate World, in order to
try to annihilate Historic MEMORY about Nation and at Nation which fought for this WORLD!!
And combated desperate, but also our nation managed выстоять. We as-that do not recall Ignata
Nekrasova, but owing to him War for Disengagement and its state (1707-1708).. Kondrata
Bulavina (its family is residential in Bakhmute) had more serious aftermaths, than War for
Disengagement and its state of Stepan Timofeevicha Razina. Because toing thank arrived on
Kuban 3000 Cossacks-«Bulavins» with families under chief Ignata Nekrasova, there was created
Staroobryadcheskaya Nekrasovskaya Republic (!!), in which entered and Cossacks have came
on territory Krymskogo Khana in 1688 yr. under chief clergyman-Ata-Mna Lva Manytskogo
(2000 Cossacks) and arranging the first well beyond Russia Staroobryadcheskaya Army. Strong
was Nekrasovskaya Republic and created not only a few small cities and bolstered up of
boroughs Achuev in Priazove but also built else four bolstered up of borough: Khan-Tube,
Golibanskii, Bludilovskii, Chiryanskii. Army of Staroobryadcev successfully countered Tcar’s
troops ante 1740 yr. Only ambassador of fatality Ignata Nekrasova (1738) as to agremeent with
Turky authorities began emigration in The Danube delta. More thirty years (32 year!)
Nekrasovskaya Republic played role agadic Belovodia for all oppressed in Russia causing the
exasperation of Tsar’s authorities versus «Bad example» for the peasantry's bondman. Because
the spirit of disengagement fail to take away at nation which ante Sobornogo Ulozheniya 1649
yr. was not bondman (could in Iurev Day change host). Challenging and no-simple everything
was and in The Danube delta. « Nekrasov-men» and combated versus Russia else in 1810 yr.,
and partially aimed to turn into nationality, but bulk was scattered practically as to Balkans and
other countries of Europe. But, what interesting is noted by actually present-day investigators
which women operating in families Europeans today, all currency furnish to home on учебу
children whom aim to give tertiary education (!!!). The latest the most valuable in all of postwar studies and speaks uniquely about the constructive character of world outlook
bolstered up in fights for Future our Civilization in 13 century. Actually this was the most
mass-scale East Christ’s Campaign, but No for Coffin GOD, and for The innovation
character of the development of Europe. And in this campaign principal violin played our
with you, Nikolai Petrovich, NATION!!
Should be this be reflected on the fate of offsprings and their capacities?! It is end-use, your
Grandfather Nikolai Petrovich owned scarce by dexterity and bias to job on challenging process
equipment. It is name, He should be with excavator to ride on Ural at the time wars. But pursuit
to defend its NATION determined his fate. And He for day ante shipment in rear went by
volunteer on front. And this made man who miracle avoided arrest in collectivization having had
time to leave from native village, where He divided between by the dwellers of village collective
farm soil. How many in soul requisitely was to have of endogenous force, in order on all that to
see with irony and without mad on explicit stooped people and petty scoundrels, having not
circulated behavior to them on all authorities. Examples much _ Friend of mine, Anatolii
Tikhonovich Spitsyn, only one of the most vivid (see appendix).
But if the Higher Forces awarded our NATION along by years lives, by capacities and by craft to
operate for manifested hero and high morals, those as they marked originators and the
contractors of endogenous religious conflict (began in 1654 yr.)?? As writes Yarmolenko M.I. In

clause «Unbacked down …»: «But as Russia neither gleamed and neither flew, and neither
bluster in victories, where neither fly its Orels and neither burnt its lightning - always in Russian
souls will pass backdoor not that shiver, not that fear. And as neither magnificent Russia, in
something she is untrue and frightful, in something not live and does not breathe she. In
something rejected. And in Great melancholy Pushkina, and in dementedness Gogolya, in
rebellion Tolstogo and Dostoevskogo, in Self dashed in fire Musorgskogo, in mockery Leskova «Russia - only into Christa wanted, and into Christa not assumed » (!!!)
Here is what think come in stanice on Great Shelkovom Way - Severske (old Yama). And come
they in the eve of Aged NEW YEAR which very loved to indicate my mother Olga
Vladimirovna Vasileva (Iukhno-Cherniavskaya-Kamaeva-Chatholic) - grand Granddaughter
Moiseya Grigorevicha Catholic, the latest Nobelman Ata-Man Zadunaiskoi-Zaporozskoy Sechi
_ the headquarters of-officer Azov’s Cossacks Troops. To and today me about it remind already
my children who have not yet read of these the latest exploration studies, and just like
GrandOma, sense FORCE CORRECT, TRUE, NASYSHENNOI BY ACT OF BRAVERIES
AND THE HISTORY OF FAITH.
It is by the way, this our FAITH «Moscow-men» identified to catholic (!) and this not Fiction.
They decided official to anathematize Staroobryadcev, end-use, the most reasonable understood
that this stooped and her is necessary to eliminate. So in «Apprenticeship Orthodox Catholic
church» (what ante-Christians acts to combat versus the unity of Christian World!), public in
1765 year (having produced actually all aim Nikona, having shown idea «Third Rime», as
camouflage), was speak of the admission of православности aged ceremonies … But the self
fact of the issue of such deed demonstrates versus HIM and what HISTORY was furnished to
actually «Nikon’s» reform! And this will not forget!!
WITH NEW AGED 2021 YEAR YOU, NIKOLAI PETROVICH and YOUR SEVEN!
Your Alexander, son Valery Alexandrovicha Vasiljev,
г. Seversk (old Yama), 13-14. 01 2021 (7529 from crated World)
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